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Discussion Summary:

- The group reviewed events and listeners one further time and concluded that a class level annotation exclude the ability to exploit DI. This realization appears to move the group into accepting listener specification as a field level annotation. Tim Fanelli further noted this approach offers a consistency that follows the approach already proposed for step/reader/writers.

- The group then discussed repeat/retry/skip. The following general observations where made by various individuals:
  - Repeat is more something that @Process* callbacks do, rather than an explicit entity.
  - Retry and skip listeners do not appear necessary. We will validate this proposition further during spec review.
  - We need to discuss the concept of policies at a future meeting. E.g. repeat policy, retry policy, etc. The implication is there may be a need for packaged, reusable logic to determine whether to repeat, retry, skip. More on this in a future meeting.

- The group meets again on Wednesday, 14 March 2012. The main topic of discussion will be parallel annotations.
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